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The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration’s (FMCSA) regulations regarding Safety 
Fitness Procedures in 49 CFR 385 state that a carrier must have “policies, programs, practices, 
and procedures” in place to “ensure the safe movement of products and passengers through 
the transportation system, and to reduce the risk of highway accidents and hazardous 
materials incidents resulting in fatalities, injuries, and property damage.”

If a carrier is not complying with the regulations, not only is the carrier violating the 
regulations, but if non-compliance proves to be a pattern, the carrier is also said to be 
operating without effective safety management controls. 

The Hours-of-Service regulations, 49 CFR 395, are specifically mentioned in the Safety Fitness 
Procedures. While the regulations do not go so far as to require a specific log audit process, 
the use of supporting documents is an expectation. When audited by the FMCSA, it is a 
certainty that they will use supporting documentation to verify the accuracy of drivers’ logs.

On December 16, 2015, the FMCSA published a final rule entitled, “Electronic Logging 
Devices and Hours of Service Supporting Documents.” The rule added a new section, §395.11, 
outlining the collection, use, and retention of supporting documents.

When conducting audits, the FMCSA will use supporting documents to 
verify the accuracy of drivers’ logs.

Current Rules
The new supporting document provisions have an effective date of December 18, 2017. Until 
that time, the current rules are in place. The changes, though, are significant and carriers 
should use the time available to prepare by reviewing current policies and procedures and 
begin adapting them to meet the revised requirements.

Currently, there is only one regulation and one interpretation regarding supporting 
documents. The FMCSA’s interpretation of the §395.8, question 10, asks:

“What regulation, interpretation, and/or administrative ruling requires a motor carrier to retain 
supporting documents and what are those documents?”

The FMCSA’s guidance is:
“Section 395.8(k)(1) requires motor carriers to retain all supporting documents at their principal 
places of business for a period of 6 months from date of receipt.

Supporting documents are the records of the motor carrier which are maintained in the ordinary 
course of business and used by the motor carrier to verify the information recorded on the 
driver’s record of duty status. Examples are: bills of lading, carrier pros, freight bills, dispatch 
records, electronic mobile communication/tracking records, gate record receipts, weight/scale 
tickets, fuel receipts, fuel billing statements, toll receipts, toll billing statements, port of entry 
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receipts, cash advance receipts, delivery receipts, lumper receipts, interchange and inspection 
reports, lessor settlement sheets, over/short and damage reports, agricultural inspection reports, 
driver and vehicle examination reports, crash reports, telephone billing statements, credit card 
receipts, border crossing reports, custom declarations, traffic citations, and overweight/oversize 
permits and traffic citations. Supporting documents may include other documents which the 
motor carrier maintains and can be used to verify information on the driver’s records of duty 
status. If these records are maintained at locations other than the principal place of business 
but are not used by the motor carrier for verification purposes, they must be forwarded to 
the principal place of business upon a request by an authorized representative of the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) or State official within 2 business days.”

Supporting documents “are used by the motor carrier to verify the 
information recorded on the driver’s record of duty status.” 

The FMCSA issued a policy statement in June of 2010 regarding supporting documents. It 
was not coded into the regulations or the interpretations so carriers are left with a “darned 
if we do, darned if we do not” feeling. Numerous companies keep everything for at least six 
months – “just in case.”

The Mandate
While the FMCSA asserted that the final rule “neither increases nor decreases the burden 
associated with supporting documents,” many believe that the FMCSA made the supporting 
document provisions more complicated with the Electronic Logging Device (ELD) final 
rule. The term “supporting document” is used 266 times in the final rule. The rule added a 
definition of “supporting document” in §395.2 and inserted the new §395.11, which addresses 
supporting documents specifically. The agency maintains that the changes “are expected to 
improve the quality and usefulness of the supporting documents retained, and consequently 
increases the effectiveness and efficiency of the agency’s review of motor carriers’ HOS 
records.” The FMCSA makes it clear that supporting documents are not meant to validate 
drive time because ELDs will do so. However, supporting documents “are still needed to 
verify on-duty not driving time (ODND).”

Summary of the Supporting Document Requirements:

•  Motor carriers must retain up to 8 supporting documents for every 24-hour period a 
driver is on duty,

• Carriers must retain driver logs and supporting documents for 6 months,

•  Drivers must submit supporting documents to the motor carrier no later than 13 days 
after receiving them,

• The documents should contain the following elements:

▷  Driver name or driver number, either on the document or on another document 
enabling the carrier to link the document to the driver, or the vehicle unit number if 
that number can be linked to the driver,

▷  Date,

▷  Location (including name of nearest city, town, or village), and

▷  Time.*

*  If a driver has fewer than 8 documents that include the 4 elements, a document that contains all of the elements except “time” is considered a supporting 
document; otherwise, it is not.
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The carrier must retain supporting documents in such a manner that 
they may be effectively matched to the corresponding driver’s record 
of duty status

•  If a driver submits more than 8 documents, the motor carrier must include the first and last 
documents for that day,

•  If a driver submits fewer than 8 documents, the motor carrier must keep each document,

•  If a driver records duty status on paper logs, all toll receipts are also supporting documents 
(not counted in the up-to-8 required),

•  Upon request during a roadside inspection, a driver must make available to an authorized 
federal, state, or local official for the official’s review any supporting document in the driver’s 
possession,

•  The carrier must retain supporting documents in a manner that they can be effectively 
matched to the corresponding driver’s record of duty status.

Exemptions
Only two types of operations are specifically exempted by the mandate from the supporting 
document provisions: short-haul drivers as defined by the exemptions of §395.1(e), and drivers 
for a private motor carrier of passengers (nonbusiness) or Non-business PMCP.

When a driver no longer qualifies for one of the short-haul 
exemptions, in addition to completing a log (or using an ELD), the 
driver is subject to the supporting document provisions. If the record 
is completed using a paper log, toll receipts are also required.

In addition, carriers that have a full exemption from Part 395 through 
exemptions found in §§395.1, 390.3, or 390.23 are exempt from the 
supporting document provisions as long as the operation or driver 
remains qualified based on the specific exemption requirements.

Five Types of Supporting Documents
Rather than the long list of document types in the current FMCSA interpretation, the agency 
broke the documents into a list of five record types in the final rule. The five types are:

•  Bills of lading, itineraries, schedules, or equivalent documents that indicate the origin and 
destination of each trip,

• Dispatch records, trip records, or equivalent documents,

• Expense receipts,

•  Electronic mobile communication records, reflecting communications transmitted through 
a fleet management system (FMS) (the complete record is counted as one document), and

•  Payroll records, settlement sheets, or equivalent documents that indicates payment to a driver.

The list of 
supporting 

documents was 
shortened from 

31 items to 
5 types of 

documents.

31

5
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Supporting Documents Example:
A driver is not responsible for obtaining all of the supporting documents. In fact, the driver 
may never see some of the documentation trail. At a roadside inspection the driver is 
responsible to share only the supporting documents that he or she has in the vehicle. To see 
how this all fits together, let’s review a day of a regional driver, Cole Gooddriver.

1– 06:00  Drives his CMV from home to the terminal and in-gates into the facility. His carrier 
keeps a gate record.

2– 06:15  Enters the facility and receives his work assignments for the day. It is a multi-stop run. 
His dispatcher reviews the assignments with him, and they are sent to his truck.

3– 06:45 Out-gates from the facility.

4– 07:15  Arrives at his first customer for the day. He picks up a loaded trailer and receives his 
time-stamped bill of lading.

5– 08:15  Arrives at a truck stop with a certified scale. He scales his load and tops off his tanks.

6– 09:30  Arrives at stop one, a partial unload.

7– 12:30  Arrives at stop two, a partial unload.

8– 14:00 Pulls into a DOT scale and is weighed.

9– 14:45  Arrives at the consignee and is told that he needs to hire a lumper for $200. He’s 
unloaded and picks up the lumper receipt.

10– 16:00  Goes through the same scale and they notice he has a marker light out. He is asked 
to pull around for a vehicle inspection.

11– 17:30  Arrives at the second shipper for the day. He’s loaded and receives his bills.

12– 19:00   Stops at a truck stop to scale the load. While at the truck stop, he purchases a lamp 
to repair the marker light.

13– 20:00  In-gates at the terminal and drops his loaded trailer. Cole completes his post-trip 
inspection.

14– 20:30  Out-gates bobtail and heads for home under personal conveyance. 
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Including the original work assignment, Cole sent and received messages from his dispatcher, 
manager, and customer service. 

At the end of the day, Cole ended up with more than 10 supporting documents: 
•  Bills of lading, itineraries, schedules, or equivalent documents that indicate the origin 

and destination of each trip.

▷  Bill of lading from shipper at 07:15 (driver carried), and

▷  Bill of lading from shipper at 17:30 (driver carried). 

The number could be increased if Cole received separate delivery receipts  
at the stops and the consignee. 

• Dispatch records, trip records, or equivalent documents:

▷   The carrier sent Cole’s work assignments to his truck. This is counted as one record 
(driver did not possess),

▷  The daily in-gate and out-gate record is one document unless the in-gates are on one 
document and the out-gates are on another document (driver did not possess), and

▷   DOT inspection report (driver carried). 

• Expense receipts:

▷  Two scale receipts (driver carried),

▷  Fuel receipt (driver carried), and

▷  Lumper receipt (driver carried).

•  Electronic mobile communication records, reflecting communications transmitted 
through a fleet management system (FMS) (the record is counted as one document):

▷  Cole messaged back and forth with his carrier. The record is one document (driver did 
not possess).

•  Payroll records, settlement sheets, or equivalent documents that indicates payment  
to a driver:

▷  As an activity-based driver, Cole’s pay statement breaks down his loads or movements 
(driver did not possess).

The carrier needs to keep eight of these documents. Since Cole has more than eight, any 
document without a time stamp needs to be set aside in favor of a document with a time 
stamp. If the gate records are separate, both need to be included because of being the first 
and the last.

The top critical violation found during compliance 
reviews in 2015 was log falsification.

Log Audits
One of the largest components of effective safety control with Hours of Service is log 
auditing. Managing Hours of Service compliance at a carrier needs to be an active 
management activity. If the company does not have a method of controlling the drivers’ 
compliance, it will be all but impossible to operate in compliance with the regulations. 
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Many carriers have problems in this area. In 2015, Hours of Service violations accounted for 
nearly 50% of all driver violations written during roadside inspections. Over 34,000 were 
due to a false report of a driver’s record of duty status. During 
FMCSA compliance reviews, or audits, the results are worse; 
the top three critical violations written are for violations of the 
Hours of Service regulations with falsification of logs coming 
in at the top of the list. How does an auditor usually find log 
falsification? Violations are found by comparing the supporting 
documents to the drivers’ logs. Carriers should do the same 
and include the process used in their policies and procedures. 
Log auditing establishes procedures that support a policy that 
logs will be true and correct. If a carrier is not auditing logs, it 
is basically giving a big wink and nod of approval to its drivers 
to violate the Hours of Service limits.

In any policy, there should be no difference between a false log 
and a false or tampered-with supporting document. The fact of 
the matter is that false is false — it doesn’t make any difference 
how the driver got there. Whether the driver is letting the 
log go delinquent and then faking it, or faking the supporting 
documents to catch it up, the log is still false.

Every carrier’s policy should make clear that there 
is no difference between a false log and a false or 
tampered-with supporting document.

One of the main practices that keep drivers, supervisors, and carriers in line when it comes 
to Hours of Service is internal auditing. Internal audits:

• Ensure that the company is complying with the regulations,

• Reduce exposure to fines or penalties, and

• Limit civil liability.

DOT auditors know what supporting documents a carrier should have, based on the type of 
operation. Denying that supporting documents exist, that the auditor knows a carrier would 
have, is in itself a violation. 

When comparing logs to supporting documents, auditors normally provide a “window” 
of up to one hour if they cannot prove the accuracy of the clock that generated the cross 
reference. There is no requirement that says a carrier has to give as large a window when 
doing its own auditing. Many carriers use a quarter- or half-hour rather than an hour in 
such cases.

There is no set number of logs or drivers to audit in any given period of time. The most 
effective is to fully audit all logs as they are submitted. Depending on the ratio of the number 
of drivers to the available hours to audit, this may not always be feasible. The next choice 
is to partially audit all drivers’ logs, and fully audit some drivers’ logs. The last choice is to 
select a sampling of drivers and do full audits on those drivers.

If the latter method is used, it is recommended to do what the FMCSA does. Select drivers 

written during 
roadside inspections.

In 2015,
HOURS OF SERVICE 

VIOLATIONS
accounted for nearly

50%OF ALL DRIVER 
VIOLATIONS
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that have been involved in problem situations such as accidents and roadside inspections 
with bad outcomes. The next level of drivers to review is the group that demonstrates 
behaviors that could be associated with violating the Hours of Service regulations.

A system that is used successfully by many carriers is to perform an initial check when 
the log arrives, followed by a check of other supporting documents at a later date. The 
initial check involves checking for form and manner problems and a quick comparison 
to supporting documents that are available at that time, followed by a later in-depth look 
once additional documents become available.

When auditing, cross check the time stamp of the supporting document against the log 
and check the mileages between known locations compared to the time the driver logged 
to get there. When completing these comparisons, always remember to convert the time 
on a supporting document to the driver’s home terminal time zone. Drivers’ logs are 
based on the home terminal time, while supporting documents use the time standard at 
the location the document was generated. If the supporting document does not have a 
time on it, verify that it fits with the rest of the driver’s day and the hours of operation for 
the facility that generated the document.

When the auditing is completed, the carrier will need to do something about any 
problems that were discovered. If a driver was found to have committed minor  
errors, such as minor form and manner that can’t be considered part of a falsification 
scheme, then the driver should be counseled or verbally warned. A part of this counseling 
should include listening to the driver to see if there is a logical explanation for the 
variance. On the other hand, if the driver is found committing a serious violation, 
or repeat violations, the driver must be treated with increased consequences. When 
variances are found, the carrier should not make any corrections to a certified record. 
However with both paper logs and ELDs, the carrier can request that the driver submit  
a corrected and certified copy.

In the ELD Mandate, the FMCSA reminded carriers that “The rule retains the 
requirement that supporting documents be retained in a manner that allows them to 
be effectively matched to the driver’s RODS.” The agency continued to explain that “this 
is a long-existing requirement, well documented in the agency’s 
administrative decisions. The purpose is to enable a motor carrier, 
as well as authorized safety officials, to verify a driver’s RODS.” 
FMCSA concluded its comment with “…that a motor carrier 
cannot take supporting documents that permit identification of 
a driver, but then store them in a manner or sanitize them so the 
ability to link individual documents to the driver is lost.”

The requirements of §395.11(e), which is in addition to the above “effectively matched” 
expectation, mandates a link to a driver’s record of duty status. To meet these prerequisites, 
a carrier either needs a very complex paper filing system, or an electronic filing system 
that can easily perform data look-ups as well as reverse data look-ups.

 

§395.11(e)
requires supporting documents to be 
matched up with the corresponding 

record of duty status.
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About J. J. Keller & Associates, Inc.
Since its beginning as a one-man consulting firm in 1953, J. J. Keller & Associates, Inc. has 
grown to become the most respected name in safety and regulatory compliance. Now over 
1,400 associates strong, J. J. Keller serves over 420,000 customers — including over 90% of 
the Fortune 1000® companies. The company’s subject-matter expertise spans nearly 1,500 
topics, and its diverse solutions include E-Logs and mobile technology; training via online 
courses, streaming video or DVD; online management tools; managed services; consulting 
services; online and print publications; forms and supplies.

Transportation professionals rely on J. J. Keller® in-house expertise and wide selection of 
products and services to reduce risk and improve regulatory compliance, performance 
management and operational efficiency. For more information, visit JJKeller.com, 
JJKellerElogs.com and JJKellerservices.com.

How We Can Help 
As the nation’s leading regulatory compliance and best practice experts, J. J. Keller is 
your reliable source for help complying with motor carrier safety requirements, reducing 
violations, and preventing crashes. In addition to DOT, we cover OSHA, EPA, DOL, and 
other agencies. 

Encompass® E-Log & Fleet Compliance System
Using J. J. Keller’s electronic logging devices (ELDs) — which will comply with the 
new ELD rule without a hardware swap out — the Encompass® system allows fleets 
to comply with the supporting documents requirements of the ELD rule, while 
eliminating some of the most common Hours of Service violations. The system 
also offers back-office compliance and performance reporting, and runs E-Logs on 
virtually any smart device, including our J. J. Keller® Compliance Tablet™.

J.
 J.

 KELLER CERTIFIED

ELECTRONIC LOGGING DEVI
CE

http://www.kellerencompass.com/
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Laws, regulations, and best practices change. The observations and comments drawn today may not apply to laws, regulations, or best practices as they may 
be in the future. J. J. Keller & Associates, Inc. cannot and does not assume responsibility for omissions, errors, or ambiguity contained in this white paper. 
Individuals needing legal or other professional advice should seek the assistance of a licensed professional in that field.

J. J. Keller® Driver DataSense™ Service
Offload the complex and time-consuming task of managing Hours of Service compliance 
with the J. J. Keller® Driver DataSense™ Service. It combines our proprietary technology with 
our team of knowledgeable Client Service Specialists to aggregate and analyze your ELD data 
(from any ELD system!), paper logs, and time sheets. You’ll receive:

• Ongoing guidance on how to fix driver compliance and performance issues

• A holistic view of your Hours of Service compliance combining all of your driver data

• Complete visibility to all of your data through our online Client Information Center

• Automatic notifications of compliance issues

For more information, call 855-693-5338 or visit JJKeller.com

http://www.jjkellerservices.com/managed_services/Driver-DataSense-Service.html
http://jjkeller.com

